13. Clang factor

Boisterously, \( \frac{\text{c.} 120}{\text{for} \ David \ McGregor} \)
14. Compressed star

With an icy beauty, c. 52 for Alex Tucker Slap

molto rit.
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Violin 1

Boisterously, \( \frac{1}{4} \) c. 120

for David McGregor

13. Clang factor

14. Compressed star

With an icy beauty, \( \frac{1}{4} \) c. 52
con sord.

for Alec Tucker Slap
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With an icy beauty, \( \text{c. 52} \)
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13. Clang factor
Boisterously, \( \text{\# c. 120} \)
for David McGregor

14. Compressed star
With an icy beauty, \( \text{\# c. 52} \)
for Alex Tucker Slap
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Violin 3

13. Clang factor
Boisterously, c. 120
for David McGregor

14. Compressed star
With an icy beauty, c. 52
con sord.
for Alex Tucker Slap
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